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A Method for Achieving Electromagnetic
Wave Absorption by Low-Loss Stratified

Construction Materials
Nozomu Ishii, Member, IEEE, Michio Miyakawa, Member, IEEE, and Koji Sakai

Abstract-For the safe and effective use of electromagnetic
waves, a method for designing construction materials having se-
lective electromagnetic waveabsorption is needed. As an example,
the characteristics of a stratified construction material consisting
of two different low-loss materials (acrylic resin and glass) is
evaluated by numerical simulation, and the electromagnetic wave
absorption mechanism is determined. Furthermore, a method is
developed for designing stratified construction materials to realize
electromagnetic waveabsorption at a desired frequency.

Index 7fc/m$-Construction material, cutoff frequency, electro-
magnetic absorption, low-loss material, nonradiative dielectric
waveguide, stratified media.

à"I. INTRODUCTION

HE OPTIMIZED design of electromagnetic (EM) wave
absorption in living spaces, is important for the safe and

effective use of EM waves.For this reason, new construction
materials will be used to intercept EMwavesat specific frequen-
cies while permitting transmission of other wave components
into the living space. However,the materials and living spaces
constructed of those materials need to be available at reasonable
cost. Of course, complete shielding is feasible, for example, by
covering the target space in RF absorber or a metal enclosure.
However,the goal is to obtain the desired EM waveabsorption
characteristics within a specified space by using new construc-
tion materials, fabricated by combining two or morematerials
and adjusting the spatial configuration [l]-[3]. As an example
of these materials, wefocus on a stratified construction material
consisting of two low-loss parallel slabs or two material boards
laminated with an oblique boundary [3]. Through two-dimen-
sional (2-D) transverse magnetic (TM) finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) simulation, characteristics of the frequency de-
pendent EMwaveabsorption were analyzed by evaluating the
EMwaveabsorption ratio at the back of the material. By in-
troducing an equivalent dielectric constant, reflection/transmis-
sion of EM waves from the stratified construction material for
normal incident TM polarization was analyzed. From the com-
puted results, the stratified material was demonstrated to exhibit
selective absorption characteristics. In addition to the analysis,
a method for designing selective absorption was established.
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Fig. 1. Composite construction material consisting of alternating layers.

The proposed absorbing materials may have the limits that
the absorption is not very large and its bandwidth is very
narrow, from a conventional EMC perspective. In general,
there are somemethods to realize the EM waveshielding and
absorption, for example, to absorb the EM wavewith absorbing
materials or shield it with matallic enclosure and to block the
EM wavewith spatial filtering or FSS (frequency selective
surface). In this paper, wepropose the newmethod for the EM
waveabsorption which occurs at the cutoff frequency of the
higher modes generated on the interface of two materials. In
addition, the possibility and the principle of the sharp absorp-
tion are clarified. The proposed absorbing material is useful
for reducing the emission of the EM waveinto surrounding
area at a lower cost, for example, in the transmitting wireless
system, to strengthen the shielding or the absorption by the
conventional methods. Moreover, the merit of the proposed
method is that the absorbing materials can be composed of
the construction materials with low loss, which are not more
expensive than the conventional absorbers.

IL FDTD ANALYSIS OF STRATIFIED
CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL

A. Numerical Model and Analytical Conditions

As shown in Fig. 1, we assume a layered composite material
consisting of two low-loss construction materials having dif-
ferent dielectric constants. The composite material has a peri-
odical structure with a period of 2h in the y direction, thick-
ness of d in the x direction, and spreads infinitely in the z di-
rection. An analytic model of the structure is shown in Fig. 2.
Only half a period of the stratified materials is sandwiched by
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Fig. 2. Equivalent model using electric walls (PECs).

TABLE I

DIELECTRIC CoNSTANT AND CoNDUCTIVITY OF MAiERIALS AT 1.5 GHz

A. Acrylicresin EA=2.6 0.002

B G一ass
.EB=5.2

0.002

two electric walls a distance apart h･ To examine EM
w早ve ab-

sorpt10n by the material, the equivalent model in Fig･ 2 was nu-

merically analyzed uslng 2-D TM FDTD techniques. Materials

A(hB <,y < h)andB(0 < y < hB)are.aSSumedtobe
acryhc resln and gl.ass,respectively. The dielectrlC COnStant and

conductlVlty Of acrylic resin and glass at 1.5 GHz are listed in

Table I [4].These valuesare assumed to be constant overthe fre-

quency range used in the numerical analysis. Berenger's PML

absorbing boundary condition (16 layers) [5] is built into our

FDTD code･ As shown in Fig. 1, when the PI弧E Wave excited

by a Gaussian pulse is incident normally onto the surface of the

material, the reflected power Pr is calculated atこだ-
- 100mm

in front of the material and the transmitted power Pt is calcu-

lated at I - d + 100 mm from the back of the material. Power

loss in the composite material Pl is then glV印by

Pl -Pi-Pr-Pt (1)

where Pi is the input power, which can be estimated from Pt

with no material･ The丘equency range islimited to below 5 GHz

because mobile commuTlication EM wave sources are assumed

in this aⅢalysis.

B. Results ofFDTD-Based Computation

1) d - 150mm, hA - hB - 20mmI RenectivityPr/Pi,
the transmissivity PJPi, and the absoIPtion ratio Pl/Pi are

showninFig. 3,ford- 150mmandhA - hB - 20mm.The

reflectlVlty and transmissIVlty Canbe seen to have a periodicity

with a certain frequency Interval, due to the standing wave

produced in the material･ We call the frequencies at which

steep absorption OCCurS Habsorbing peak frequency･H It is ob-

served that the absorption ratio is almost constant across the

frequency range of interest, as shown in Fig･ 3･ The･absorbing

peak frequencies exist discretely, for example, at l･93, 2･12,

1 2 3

Frequency 【GHz]

4 5

Fig･ 3･ Powerbalance for theperiodic structure ofFig. 2, where hA - hB -

20mm,d - 150rrm.

TABLE II

RELATIONS111P BETWEEN fpI AND Pr/Pi, PJPi, Pl/Pi
FORd- 150mm,A. -A.A+hB =40mm

1:3 1.747 0.229 0.477 0.294

1:1 1.935 0.123 0.493 0.384

3:1 2.268 0.008 0.775 0,217

2･40, ･･･ GHz (also see Table IV). At the absorbing peak

frequencies, the re8ectlVlty and transmissIVlty are relatively

small, as shown in Fig･ 3･ At the first peak frequency of

1
･935

GHz, the re8ectlVlty, tranSmltlVlty,and absorption ratio

become
-21･O dB, -3･1 dB, arld -4･2

dB, respectively, when
hA - hB - 20 mm and d - 150mm･ Althoughthe absorption

is not complete, 38･4% of the input power is dissipated in the

composite material, and the bandwidth of the absorbing peak

at l･935 GHz is very narrow, about l･0%-1･5% of the peak

frequ en cy.

2) d - 150mm, h - hA - hB is VariedI Accordingto

the composite ratio of the materials hA : hB, the computed first

absorbing peak frequency fpl and absorption ratio Pl/Pi Vary

asshowninTableII, when d - 150mmandh - hA + hB -

40 mm･ To reduce the absorbing peak frequency, the volume of

acrylic resin has to be larger than that of glass, i･e･,the equwalent

dielectric constant needs to be larger･ The absorption ratio varies

with the ratio hA : hB, and absorption ratio in the case of h,A :

hB = 1 : 1 is the largest of the three cases in Table II. TTle

first absorbing peak frequency fpl and absorption fatio -at the

frequency fplare Plotted against h as shown in Fig. 4, for the

ratiohA : hB - 1 : 1 andd - 150mm.Themostsuitableh

to locally maximize the absorption ratio was found in the range

fromh = 20mmtoh =70mm.

3) hA - hB - 20mm, d is I(ariedI InFig. 5, the丘rst ab-

sorbing peak freqTencyfpl and the absorption ratio Pl/Pi are

shownas afunctlOn Ofdwhen hA - hB - 20mm.Asd

is increased, the absorbing peak frequency decreases to about
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Fig.4. hversusfpl,Pl/PiforhA :hB -1 : 1,d= 150mm･

d [rrm]

Fig.5. dversusfpl,Pl/Pi forh･A - h･B - 20mm.

O h.[mm]

Fig, 6. Value
ofPl/Pi atfpl

forvarious valuesofd andh, where l7･.4:~h.B
-

1ニ1.

1.93 GHz, which is the lowest limit. A most suitable d formaxi-

mizing Pl/Pilocally in the range below d - 150
mふis thought

to exISt.

4) Pl/Pi Versus h, When h - hA + hB is t]aried= When

both h and d were varied while maintainlng the relation hA : hB

- 1 : 1, the absorptionratio Pl/PiVaried as shown in Fig. 6. The

thick line shows the locus of points for which the ratio Pl/Pi
is maintained at higher values_ This gives the dependence of

materialthickness on absorption ratio.

5) d- 150mm, hA - hB - 20mm, gist(ariedI Thefre-

?uencycharチc!e.risticsof Pl/Pi for two materials having var-

10uS COnductlVltleS, Care Shown in Fig. 7 for d - 150 mm and

1.0

0.8

ぎ0･6
白ご

0.4

0.2

0

0 1 2 3

FrequeIICy [GHz】

4 5

6 [S/m]

0.032

0.016

0.008

0.004

0.002

IOフ

Fig･ 7･ Frequency versus Pl./Pifor various values of conductivity
q,

where
a- 150mm,hA =h･B -20mm.

hA - hB - 20 mm. Absorption ratio Pl/Pi is clearly almost

in proportion to conductlVlty J･ However, the sharp absorp-

tion characteristics tend to disappear as collductlVlty increases.

Low-loss materialsare concluded to be needed to realize these

sharp absorptlOn Charactedstics･

C. Mechanism ofSteep Loss

withreference to the case ofd
- 150mm and hA - hB -

20 mm, the mechanism oftbe steep loss observed in Figs･ 3 and

7 is discussed. When a plane wave is incident normally on the

material surface, an electricfield component E3, is produced at

the boundary to satisfy the boundary condition [6].However,

this electricfield cannot couple to the transmitted transverse

electromagnetic (TEM) mode in the matedals･ For the higher

modes that can be supported in the materials (TMmn modes),
the Ex produced at the boundary can couple to these higher

modes to support the Ex along the boundary between the two

materials. Below the cutoff frequency of the higher modes, Ex

along the boundary does not exist･ However, at the cutoff fre-

quency at which higher modes begin to be supported, the EM

wave resonates in a direction perpendicular to the propagatlng

direction, but does not propagate･ This resonance occurs in the

periodical direction, and the electricfield intensity in the mate-

rials ‡EIis large. Therefore, the power loss in the materials

pl

-芸fs!
[E'2dS '2'

is large, where S2 is the crossISeCtion of Region 2･ Steady-

state LErFdistributions.at l･93 GHz and 2･02 GHz obtained by

FDTD-based computatlOn are Shown in Fig･ 8(a) and (b), re-

spectively･ These frequencies correspond to in and out of reso-

nance, respectively･ From the丘gure, Ex clearly exhibits a reso-

nance at 1.93 GHz, as can also be seen by the sharp absorption

in Fig. 3.

A major SOurCe Ofloss in the materials isthe Ey excited when

a plane wave passes through the materials･ In contrast, absorp-

tion peak frequency is detemined by the excited Ex, which is

parallel to the boundary surface and exhibits resonance charac-

teristics in the y direction･ Sharp absorption Characteristicsare

not observed if the power loss b女resonancebecomes equal to

or less than that of plane wave propagation･ This is the reasoll

for the steep absorpt10n disappearing aS COnductlVlty lnCreaSeS･
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(b)

Fig. 8. IExIdistribution at the frequencies corresponding to sharp and normal

absorption. (a)1.93 GHz (at resonance).(b)2.02 GHz (offresonance).

The absorption ratios from Figs. 3-5 are not necessarily large

enough, but it is increased by uslng Slanted joiningdielectrics

instead of the strati丘ed ones. For example, the absorptlOIl ratio

of 77% is easily obtained according to the FDTD calculation

[3].Therefore, the materialwith a high absorption tatiois ob-

tainable. Itwill be feasible to produce absorbing materials which

show a high absorptlOn ratio in a wider frequency range by com-

bining approprlate raw materials with various shapes and sizes.

III. ANALYTICAL CoNSIDERATION OF STRATIFIED

CoNSTRUCTION MÅTERIAL

The absorption ratio of the materials has been analytically

estimated using an equivalent model, as shown in Fi菩. 2. We

丘rst introduceanequivalent dielectric constant Ee tO replace

the model by a simplified model consisting Of an equivalent

medium･ For the modes which are supported in the simphfied

model, we analyze the re8ection/transmission of EM waves in

the equivalent medium.

TABLE Ill

hA : hB VERSUS EQUIVALENT DIELECTRIC CoNSTANT Ee

FOREA - 2.6,EB -5.2

Fig･ 9･ Equivalent model using血equivalent dielectric constant.

d

密L伍■…
t

ti="丁
Fig･ 10･ Equivalent

circuit representation of the material region.

A. Equivalent Dielectric Constant

AIl equivalent circuit fわrthe material region (Region 2) is

shown in Fig･ 10･ CA and CB denote the capacitanc,es perunit

length of material A and B, respectively. The total capacitance

per unit length for material C is then given by

C -EeEo
(hA+hB)･1

-cA+CB

-eAEo繁+EBEo
hB･1

d
(3)

uslng the static formula fわrthe capacitance of a parallel plate

capacitor･ From (3),the equivalent dielectdc constant is given

by

EAhA + EBhB
Ee=

hA+hB
(4)

For the stratified structure consisting Of acrylic resin andglass,
the equivalent dielectric constant Ee is calculated for various ra-

tios of hA tO hB, aS Shown in Table III･From (チ),the equivalent

dielectric constant Ee is independent of the thickness d of the

material.

B･ Formulation ofRePectionuransmission-in the Material

As shown in Fig. 9, an EM wave is incidellt normally onto

the material surface from Region 1 (free space,.7: ≦ 0), and

re8ected and transmitted waves are produced in Region 2 (ma-

terial, 0 ≦ x ≦ d)･Only a transmitted wave exists in Region

3 (free space, ･T
≧ d)･ TMmn mode EM waves that support a

parallel electricfield E苫are acceptable as incident waves･ The

wavenumber in the y direction kyn and the phase constant P:,

Pndare given by

(5)
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β芸- k昌一ky2npg- eek昌一ky2n (6)

where ko -

uv厄前- w/c
is the wavenumber in free space

and c is the velocity of light. In (6), the superscripts a and d

represent air and dielectric regions, respectively. The EM丘elds

in each region Can be expanded by uslng mOdalfunctions for the

TMn mode lossless parallel plate waveguide [7].

Region 1

碓ま-(e-jP;x･

rg)e3'p:2)
sinkl,ny

j!'11
kyn

2'weo

kyn

(7)

(-e-jP=x.ril'e伸)coskyny(8)

･(e一伸.ril'ejP=x)coskyny･(9)

Region 2

覗- (Ti2'e~赫+ri2'e赫)sin kyny (10)

E?5?2
-碧仁Tl2'e一叫r望'e赫)

coskyny (ll,

H5発-

ril)

3LL)EoEe

kyn (Tl2'e⊥赫+ri2'ejP33)
cos kyny･ (12)

Region 3

職- (Ti3'e-jP=x)sin kyny

~ E5?2
-慧(-Tl3'e-3'P=x)

coskyny

Hi発 .)
LL)Eo

kyn (Tl3'e~3-P=c)cos kyny･

is the re8ection coef6cient for the reflected wave in Re-

gionl, ri2)is the coefGcienl fo, the renecled wave in Region

2, Ti2)is the coef6cienl for the I,ansmilled wave in Region

2, and Tis)is the transmission c｡曲｡ienl f.r the I,ansmilfed

wave in Region 3･ The modalfunctionsare selected to satisfy

the boundary condition, or continuity of the normal component

ofelectricflux density at I - 0 and d. The remalnlng boundary

conditions are

‡芸',EEy;1?n;

-
=

EEy;2!n;,,HHz;len;

-
=

HHz;25n;
aattxx

-
= o
d
.

All of the coe氏cients can now be determined. Suppose that β望
is a positive real number, then the power loss in Region 2, Pl(,2n)

can be written as

plc,2n'-芸N'IEJ2dSS2

2叫矧2

PgNn 〈(監)2Mn･･Mn-)
Mni-[(pm?)2+(Ee[P:I)2](pad) ,

-

sinβ望d(土[(β諾)2
-

(EeIP:r)2]cospndd

+2Eeβ諾Im[P:]sin β加)

(16)

(17)

TABLE IV

CoMPARISON BETWEEN CuTOFF FRE(〕UENCIES FOR I｣SMlm MoDE OF

NRDG AND FDTD-BASED ABSORPTION PEAK FREQUENCIES

Cutoff Frequency 【GHz】

m 1 2 3 4 5

Eqs.(l9)or(20) 1.96 2.13 2.38 2.69 3.04

FDTD i.93 2.12 2.40 2.77 3_16

109

Nn - l(かEeβ完)2ejP=d-

(針EEP:)2e-jPld[2(18)

where the symbol lm【】is a mathematical operator that selects

the imaglnary Part Of a complex quantlty･ Power loss Pl(,2n)ex-

hibits sharp frequency characteristics if Nn in the denominator

of (16)vanishes. Nn - 0 yields

磯城
毎】

･･3:I
-jcot れⅦu)

Equation (19)is the characteristic equation of the odd LSMnm

modes of a nonradiative dielectric waveguide (NRDG) [81.

Equation (20)is the characteristic equation of the even LSMnm

modes of NRDG. The xy-plane in Fig. 9 corresponds to the

cross-section of NRDG. At the frequency where resonance

begins, i･e･, the cutoff frequency of the higher modes, power

loss increases rapidly. The peak frequencies obtained by FDTD

analysis in the case bf Fig. 2 and cutoff frequencies of NRDG

at n - 1 calculated by solving (19)and (20)are compared in

Table IV.

In summary, we can find the absorbing peak frequency fp,n
by introducing an equivalent dielectric constant, asgiven by (4).

By replacing the composite material with an equivalent medium,

estimating the cutoff frequency of the corresponding NRDG and

solving (19) and (20),we cムndetemine those peak frequencies.

IV. METHOD FOR DESIGNING STRATIFIED

CoNSTRUCTION MATERIALS

In this section, we describe a method for selecting struc-

turalparameters to realize EM wave absorptlOn at a SPeCific

frequency ln composite construction materials. Equationsare

derived for determlnlng h and d when the absorbing peak fre-

quency fp is given･ Losses in the materials are
ignored becau.se

low-loss materials are essential'for fabricating the composite

materials that have been discussed. From (4),if the composite

ratio of materials hA : hB is kept constant, the corresponding

equivalent dielectric constant Ee becomes a constant that is

independent of d and h. The wavenumber ko in (6)is replaced

by the following kp:

(21)

I'ブ,I:
-

-j
ky2n -

kB (22)

From (6)
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50 100 150 200

h [mm]

TABLE V

soLUT10N OF EQ. (23) FOR d - 150mm, WllERE

hA :A.a-1 :1,Ee -3･90,fp-1.5GHz

1 2′ 3 4 5

Frequency [GI七】

Fig. 1 1. Frequency versus absoIPtion ratio Pl/Pifor a speci6ed
frequency of

1.5GHz,whereh -64mm,h･A
: hB -1

: 1,EA
-2･6,EB -5･2.

is obtained. From (19),(20), alld (22)

2

d=死
(m- 1)7r

+ tan-1

form-1,2,.... (23)

when m is an odd number, (23) com,esponds to (19), i･e･,odd

LSMnm mode. When m is an even nuIT!ber, (23)corresponds
to (20),i.e.,even IJSMnm mode. The relationship between kyn

and h is given by (5) so that (23) is the designLequation for de-

termnlng d and h when the absorbing peak frequency lS glVen･

Firstly, h ischosen so that the absorbing frequency coincides

with the desired value･ For example, the values of h that satisfy

(23) at 1.5 GHz aregiven in Table V for d equal to 150 rrm･

Fig･ 1 1 shows the frequency characteristics of absorption ratio

Pl/Pi for 64 mm as obtained by FDTD based computation･ In

this computation, rounded values of h are used due to the cell

size in the FDTD analysis. From this丘gure, th占absorbing peak

frequency canbe seen to have been specified precisely･ There

are two reasons why the resultaJlt Peak frequenciesare slightly

different from the specified values･ One is the difference in h

values. That is, the numerical.model for FDTD analysis is rep-

resented by use of the unit size of a cell, regardless of accuracy

of the calculated value for h. Use of an equivalent dielectric in-

stead of two laminated dielectrics may be the second reason･

secondly, large absorption Cannot be obtained if only the pa-

rameter h is varied･ To discuss this problem further, both h and

d need to be detehnined by (22) over the range of hand d in

which the absorpti_on ratio is large (cf･Fig･ 6)･If h and d are

chosen properly, absorbing peak frequency will match the spec-

i丘ed frequency well･ The relation between d and h for n - 1

is shown in Fig･ 12 when the peak丘･equency lS Set tO l･5 GHz･

In the case of d - 150 mm, for example, the steep absorption

can be seen graphically to be observed at three frequencies cor-

responding to m - 1, 2 and 3 in Table V･ Moreover, from the

Fig･12･ h-ddesigndia-gramforhA : hB -1 : 1,EA
-2･6,EB =5･2･

condition that theargument of the root in (23)has to be zero or

positive, h is found to be limited to within the range

告≦h≦普 (24,

where入e -入o/JE:
is the effective wavelength in the material

reglOn･ The allowable range of h corresponding to Fig･ 12 is

from 50.6 to 100 mm. This limitation on h must be adhered to.

Furthermore, as easily seen from Fig･ 12, ifd is included in the

range

(mTl)△d≦d≦m△d

steep absorptions occur･ From (23), Ad is given by

(25)

(26)

For example, Ad is 60･4 mm in the case ofFig･ 12･

V CoNCLUSION

In this study, we have demonstrated that relatively large EM

wave absorption at a SPeCi丘ed frequency canbe induced in straト

i丘ed construction material consistlng Of two kinds of low-loss

materials･-Through 2-D TM FDTD analysis, the electric Beld

component that propagates perpendicularly to the incident wave

is shown to be produced at the boundary between the two dif-

ferent construction materials･ Resonance phenomena occur in

the transverse components, which are perpendicular to the di-

rection of propagation･ Therefore, relatively large absorptlOn is

induted in low-loss materials in which resonance plays an im-

portant role･

By introducing an equivalent dielectric constant, the reso-

nance phenomenon was analyzed to determine the relationship

between resonant frequency and cutoff frequency of higher

modes of a parallel plate waveguide･ This was done by solving

a bound打y PrOblらm related to the re8ection/transmission of

three layers in the parallel plate waveguide･ Finally, we found

the important relationship and showed that relatively large

absorption Can be realized at an arbitrary frequency･
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In conclusion,
we have described a method for designing

stratified construction material to induce EM wave absorptlOn

at a desired frequency. Up to now, the application of composite

materials has been limited because of a narrow bandwidth and

incomplete shielding effects･ Although the absorptlOn is not

so complete as compared to the traditional RF absolもer, it is

increased by cbooslng the appropnate shape and sizes of the

components (raw materials)or by changing the combillatioI1

of those components. In transmlttlng Stations fわrTV broadcast

andwireless systems, a few dB absorption Of the EM wave

can be achieved using composite construction materials. This

is useful for reducing the emission of EM waves into the

surrounding area at a lower cost.

In this paper, we dealt with the case of a.normal incident TM

wave implnglng On the composite construction material･ How-

ever, to diminish the incident waves, which can be
tgenerated

inside the building, we need to include the case of oblique inci-

dence of plane waves of both TM and TE polarizations in our

analysis･ From this point of view, we will examine the oblique

incidence problem in future work.
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